Leanid Smolski

May 11, 1986
1-304 Sukharevskaya str.
Minsk, Belarus, 220019
Tel. +37529 6973136
leanidsmolski@yahoo.com
Married

Education
Minsk State Linguistic University, 2003-2008
Faculty of Intercultural Communication.
Diploma: International Tourism, Interpreter.
Belarusian State Art Academy, 2009-2010
Photography Courses
Languages
Russian, Belarusian
English
Italian
Spanish
Polish

native languages
fluent
fluent
good
basic

Work Experience
2014-now

Freelance translator/writer/copywriter
Writing articles in English for various websites, mainly automotive and sports.
Correcting articles according to SEO requirements. Translating articles.

2016

Sales at Flagship Retail Services, Inc. (Miami, FL)
Contractual six-month job as a sales assistant in Lacoste and Carolina Herrera
boutiques onboard Norwegian Escape cruise ship.

2012-2014

Editor-in-chief at www.footballtop.com
Launched a commercial online sports media. Recruited and managed a pool of
translators and editors to create a unique web-source for football fans. Took charge
of invoicing and other administrative processes.

2011 2014

Head of tourist groups at TRAVEL tourist company, Minsk, Belarus. Organized
bus tours to Central and Western Europe, accompanied tourists on their journeys,
interpreted, provided their accommodation and excursions, planned the itinerary.

2011

Photographer for IMAGE Group onboard Celebrity Summit cruise ship.

Provided photo services onboard the ship and at ports of call, shot weddings
and anniversaries, sold photographs, photo accessories, cameras, etc.
2008-2011

Marketing specialist and interpreter at Italtechnostroy Ltd., Minsk, Belarus.
Organizing supplies of Italian and German construction equipment for production
of concrete elements. I provided communication between the Clients and
manufacturers, technical support, analyzing the market, interpreting while
installation of equipment by foreign technicians, translations of documentation,
arranging the exhibitions in Minsk (Belexpo).

2007-2008

Interpreter at non-profit charity organization AMICI DI DON NILLO CARNIEL,
Italy
Accompanying disabled belarusian children on their trips to Italy, interpreting for
them.

2006

Stock person at BARTLETT’S OCEANVIEW FARM MARKET, Nantucket
(MA), USA.
During “Work & Travel USA” student programm I was responsible for providing
the right amounts of goods in retail, ordering the products for sale, merchandising,
consulting the clients about the products.

Additional Information
Reliable, hard-working, open-minded, always trying to reach higher. Great experience in fastpaced and changing international working environment, result-oriented.

